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We consider the effect of a finite voltage bias on the conductance of single-atom gold contacts. We employ
a nonorthogonalspd-tight-binding Hamiltonian combined with a local charge neutrality assumption. The
conductance and charge distributions for finite bias are calculated using the nonequilibrium-Green-function
formalism. We calculate the voltage drop through the contacts and find the main drop located near the negative
electrode. We argue that this is due to the filledd-state resonances. The conduction is analyzed in terms of
transmission eigenchannels and density of states of the eigenchannels projected onto tight-binding orbitals. We
find a single almost fully transmitting channel with mainlys character for low bias while for high bias this
channel becomes less transmitting and additional channels involving onlyd orbitals start to conduct.
@S0163-1829~99!05447-8#

I. INTRODUCTION

Manipulation of single-atom gold chains connected to
bulk gold electrodes and measurements of their conductance
has recently attracted much attention.1,2 In experiments using
superconducting electrodes it has been possible to extract
transmissions of individual conductance channels for con-
tacts down to the single atom.3 The number of conduction
channels and their relation to the valence of the atoms has
been established in agreement with theory.3–7 For one atom-
wide gold contacts a single contributing channel is found in
accordance with recent conductance fluctuation
measurements8 and the earlier interpretation of theG0
52e2/h peak in conductance histograms of ensembles of
contacts.9

However, in the case of afinite voltage bias the behavior
of the nonlinear conductance of these systems is not well
understood. Yasuda and Sakai10 found that theG0 peak in
the conductance histogram of gold at room temperature dis-
appeared gradually between approximately 1.5 and 2.0 V.
On the other hand measurements of theI -V characteristics of
these systems by Costa-Kra¨mer and co-workers11 show a
highly nonlinear behavior already in the small bias regime
(;0.1 V).

In this paper we consider chains of gold atoms connected
to semi-infinite gold electrodes and calculate within a one-
electron model transmissions and orbital components of the
conductance channels at finite bias voltage. We use a nonor-
thogonal tight-binding model and employ the nonequilibrium
Green-function approach combined with the assumption of
local charge neutrality of the atoms.12,5 The charge neutrality
is fulfilled in a self-consistent manneralso in the finite bias
situation which enables us to determine the voltage drop
along the contact.13 We calculate the transmission eigen-

channel decomposition of both conductance and orbital pro-
jected density of states in order to determine the set of un-
derlying conducting orbitals.

For the gold contacts, we find that the voltage drop pref-
erentially occurs at the negative electrode. In the limit of
zero bias we find a single contributing channel with almost
perfect transmission consisting of orbitals (s,pz ,dz2) with
zero angular momentum in the direction of the contact (z
direction hereafter! and with dominatings character. For a
high-bias voltage of the order of 1.5 V we find that channels
consisting of d-states (dzx /dyz) with higher angular mo-
menta (l z51) come into play. The highly nonlinear experi-
mentalI -V characteristics seen by Costa-Kra¨meret al.11 can-
not be explained by our results.

The paper is organized as follows: First, we discuss how
we include a nonorthogonal orbital basis in the calculation of
electric current and in the implementation of atomic charge
neutrality. This extends previous formulations,12,5,13,14which
were based on a orthogonal orbital basis. Then we discuss
how to analyze the total transmission and projected density
of states in terms of transmission eigenchannels. After these
formal sections we apply the formalism to specific examples
of contacts containing a single atom chain. Finally, we dis-
cuss the obtained results in relation to experimental results.

II. MODEL

Self-consistentab initio methods15,7,16have been used to
calculate the conductance of single atom contacts withs-p
valence electrons~C,Na,Mg,Al,Si!. The nonlinear conduc-
tance has been calculated by Lang for single atom Al and
Al-Br contacts.17 These computational methods are very de-
manding even for simple systems. In the case of transition
metal contacts with quite localizedd-states, simpler tight-
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binding methods are therefore attractive despite their more
approximative nature.14,5

We consider first the~spin-independent! orthogonaltight-
binding Hamiltonian describing the left (uL&) and right (uR&)
electrode states coupled via the contact region withN states
(ua&) by the matrix elementsV,

Ĥ5(
LL8

hLL8uL&^L8u1(
RR8

hRR8uR&^R8u1(
aa8

Haa8ua&^a8u

1S (
La

VaLua&^Lu1(
Ra

VaRua&^Ru1H.c.D . ~1!

Using the nonequilibrium-Green-function formalism~see,
e.g., Refs. 13,18,19 and references therein! the electronic
current through the contact can be derived for this model,

I ~V!5G0E
2`

`

de@nF~e2eV/2!#2nF@~e1eV/2!#

Tr$@ Im SL~e2eV/2!#G†~e!@ Im SR~e1eV/2!#G~e!%.
~2!

Here, G is the retarded Greens function (N3N) matrix
1/@1(e1 id)2H2S# for the finite contact region, andnF is
the Fermi function~we assume zero temperature throughout
this paper!. The self-energy,S5SL1SR , due to the cou-
pling to the left and right electrodes is determined from the
unperturbed (V50) electrode Greens functiong(0),

@SL~e!#a8a5 (
L,L8

Va8L8@g(0)~e!#L8LVLa . ~3!

A. Nonorthogonal tight-binding parameters

Parameters for tight-binding Hamiltonians can be deter-
mined by fitting toab initio bandstructures obtained in den-
sity functional calculations. Here, we consider the case of
gold and use a parametrization obtained by Mehl and Papa-
constantopoulos, which is fitted to bulk gold systems.20

In general the most accurate parameter fits are obtained
using a nonorthogonal tight-binding basis. It is straightfor-
ward to implement the overlap~overlap matrixSi j 5^ i u j &)
between the states of theseparate systems (S5SL % Sa
% SR) by the Löwdin construction.21 In terms of the matrix
elementsMOP$hO ,HO ,VO% in Eq. ~1! corresponding to the
orthogonal basis, the matrix elementsM corresponding to
the nonorthogonal basis read,22

M5S1/2MOS1/2. ~4!

Inserting15S21/2S1/2 in the formula for the current, Eq.~2!,
this procedure simply amounts to replacing orthogonal pa-
rameters (MO) by nonorthogonal ones (M ) and substituting
e by eS in all Greens-function matrices in Eqs.~2! and ~3!.

The remaining overlap between the states in the finite
contact region and electrodes~we assume that the left and
right electrode states have no overlap! can be included via a
redefinition of the hopping matrix elements, as shown re-
cently by Emberly and Kirczenow,23

VaL(R)→VaL(R)2eSaL(R) . ~5!

B. Self-consistent screening at finite bias

In equilibrium ~no current,V50) the number of valence
electrons associated with an atomic sitei ~with orbitals a i)
can be found from the retarded Greens function,

Qi52
2

pE2`

`

de(
a i

Im@SG~e!#a ia i
nF~e!. ~6!

Strictly speaking we should useS1/2GS1/2 instead of the sim-
pler SG in this formula, but the results are equal to first order
in dS[S21, and the total number of electrons in all orbitals
remain exactly the same.

While the number of valence electrons for the atoms well
inside the bulk corresponds toZ511, the low-coordinated
atoms in the contact region will in general not be charge
neutral. Following Refs. 12 and 5 we assume charge neutral-
ity of each atom in the contact region and adjust the local
potential at each atom self consistently to achieve this.24 The
local potential corresponds to a diagonal matrix (FO
5diag$f i%) added to the orthogonal Hamiltonian describing
the contact. To first order indS the nonorthogonal matrix
elements read,

Fi j 5~S1/2FOS1/2! i j 'Si j ~f i1f j !/2. ~7!

This expression ensures that a constant on-site shift of all
states amounts to the same shift in all eigenenergies.

In the nonequilibrium case the chemical potentials well
inside the left and right bulk electrodes differ byeV, and the
charge can be written13,19

Qi52
2

pE2`

`

de(
a i

3$@SG~e!Im SL~e2eV/2!G†~e!#a ia i
nF~e2eV/2!

1@SG~e!Im SR~e1eV/2!G†~e!#a ia i
nF~e1eV/2!%.

~8!

From the relation ImG5G(Im S)G† it is easy to see that
this reduces to the equilibrium expression in Eq.~6! for V
50. We solve the set of equationsQi@F#5Z ( i
51, . . . ,N) self-consistently and thereby include the effect
of a local potential change in the contact due to the finite
bias. This method has been applied by Pernas, Martı´n-
Rodero, and Flores.13 They considered chains connected to
electrodes~Bethe lattices! using a orthogonal tight-binding
model with a single orbital per site. We will later return to
their results.

In order to go beyond the charge neutrality approximation
we should solve Poisson’s equation to obtain the electrostatic
potential as discussed by McLennan, Lee, and Datta18 in the
context of two-dimensional device models based on the non-
equilibrium Green’s-function formalism.

III. EIGENCHANNEL ANALYSIS

The expression for the current, Eq.~2!, can be written in
the Landauer-Bu¨ttiker form,25
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I ~V!5G0E
2`

`

de@nF~e2eV/2!2nF~e1eV/2!#

3Tr@ t†~e!t~e!#, ~9!

with the identification5 of the ~left-to-right! transmission am-
plitude matrixt,

t~e!5F Im SRS e1
eV

2 D G1/2

G~e!F Im SLS e2
eV

2 D G1/2

.

~10!

The transmissioneigenchannelsprovide a direct picture
of the electronic states that contribute to the conductance.4,5,7

The eigenchannels are defined in terms of the~left to right!
transmission matrix,26

t5UR diag$utnu%UL
† . ~11!

They split the total conductance into individual contribu-
tions,

G5G0(
n

utnu2. ~12!

The eigenchannel transmissions,utnu2, are the eigenvalues of
t†t.

Projected density of states

The local density of states~not including bound states!
can be split into a sum of eigenchannel components. The
individual components can be calculated from the functional
derivative of the transmission matrix with respect to the local
potentialV(rW),27

r~rW,e!52
2

p (
n

ImFUL
†t†

dt

dV~rW !
ULG

nn

Y utnu2.

~13!

A factor of 2 for spin has been included.
In the tight-binding formulation it is instead relevant to

calculate the density of states of the individual eigenchannels
projected onto selected orbitals~PDOS!. Following Refs. 28
and 27 the tight-binding analog of Eq.~13! can be obtained
by simply exchanging theV-derivative with the derivative
with respect to the on-site element of the Hamiltonian«a ,
corresponding to orbitala,

ra~e!52
2

p (
n

ImS UL
†t†

]t

]«a
ULD

nn
Y utnu2. ~14!

However, in the present case where the Greens function is
known, a more direct formula can be derived by defining the
matrix X, which diagonalize the matrix inside the trace in
Eq. ~2!,

X21@~ Im SL!G†~ Im SR!G#X5diag$utnu2%. ~15!

Using the relation betweent and G @Eq. ~10!# in Eq. ~14!,
and

]G

]«a
5GPaG, ~16!

wherePa is the matrix projecting onto orbitala, we get the
following formula for the PDOS split into eigenchannel
components:

ra~e!52
2

p (
n

Im@X21PaGX#nn . ~17!

We will use the nonorthogonal tight-binding orbitals cen-
tered on a central atom in the contact region in the projec-
tion.

IV. CALCULATIONS

We limit our study to a few simple contact geometries
which contain an atomic chain in order to extract some gen-
eral features. In these structures all interatomic distances are
taken to be equal to the bulk distance. We would probably
have to use tight-binding parameters fitted toab initio calcu-
lations of the specific systems if we were to focus in on the
detailed behavior for small variations in the geometry—e.g.,
changes in bond lengths and bond angles in the atomic chain.
This is outside the scope of the present paper. In the calcu-
lations we first consider the two structures depicted in Fig. 1.
They consist of a chain of 3 or 6 gold atoms attached to
layers of 4 and 9 atoms in both ends which again are con-

FIG. 1. The layer averaged atomic potential shifts (^f i&Layer)
for different bias voltages for the chains of length 3~a! and 6~b!.
Layer 21 corresponds to the first~100! surface layer of the semi-
infinite electrode. Below the change in local potential~voltage drop!
@^f i&Layer(V)2^f i&Layer(0)# is shown. The largest voltage drop is
seen close to the negative electrode~left! between layer 2 and 3 for
both ~a! and ~b!.
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nected to the~100! faces of two perfect semi-infinite gold
electrodes.

The electrode Greens functions in Eq.~3!, g(0), are con-
structed from the solutions of the bulk eigenstates using the
ideal construction e.g. described in Ref. 29. This implies that
the on-site~relative to the bulk electrode chemical potential!
and hopping terms of the semi-infinite electrodes are fixed at
bulk values for all electrode atoms~gray in Fig. 1!. For finite
bias the chemical potential of a electrode is shifted and so the
on-site term of the electrode atoms is shifted accordingly
with the same amount. For the atoms in the contact region
~white in Fig. 1! the ~layer averaged! potential shifts calcu-
lated self-consistently for different bias voltages are shown
in Fig. 1.

In Fig. 2 we show the density of states projected onto the
orbitals of the middle atom in the 3-atom chain with~left
panel! and without~right panel! the self-consistent potential.
In both cases the presence of thed states is reflected in the
transmission vs. incident electron energy. We note that the
inclusion of the self-consistent potential shifts thed states
closer to the Fermi level, and thed state PDOS shows more
narrow features since these states are being shifted out of
resonance with thed states on the contacting atoms. Around
EF a significantd component is present in the self-consistent
case together with thes/pz component whereas thes andpz
components dominate around the bulk electrodeEF in the
non-self-consistent case. Both results yield a conductance
plateau atG0 aroundEF .

In Fig. 3 we show the eigenchannel transmissions for the
self-consistent calculation of the 3-atom chain. At zero volt-
age a single eigenchannel is almost fully transmitting around
EF while the remaining eigenchannels have transmissions of
0.005 or less in accordance with Ref. 8. For a finite bias the
states in an energy window~vertical lines! of width eV con-

tributes to the current. The PDOS~cf. Fig. 2! resolved into
its eigenchannel components using Eq.~17! for the first 3
channels is presented in Fig. 4 for 0 Volt and 2 Volt. From
Figs. 3 and 4 it is seen that thedzx /dyz-derived channels first
begin to contribute inside the voltage window from a voltage
bias of about 1.5 V.

In Fig. 4 a peak is seen at the upper edge of the
dz2-PDOS, which is followed by a peak in thes-PDOS with
a decaying tail towards higher energies. At this point in Fig.
3 the first eigenchannel has a dip where a 4th channel con-
tribution can just be resolved. Except for this thes, pz , and
dz2 orbitals combine into a single eigenchannel. A very nar-
row peak in PDOS is seen in Fig. 2 corresponding to the
dxy /dx22y2 orbitals, but the corresponding resonant tunnel-
ing peaks are not seen in Fig. 3.

We have also considered shorter and longer chains. In
contrast to the result for the 3 atom long chain we find for a
2 atom long chain that thepx /py orbitals play a more pro-
nounced role in the 2nd and 3rd eigenchannels and the model
predict a noticeable contribution from the 2nd and 3rd eigen-
channels of about 0.05 aroundEF .

Formation of longer chains of gold atoms has been pre-
dicted by molecular-dynamics simulation~see, e.g., Ref. 30
for a chain with 6 atoms! and seen experimentally at low
temperature for chains containing 4 or 5 atoms.1,2 For the

FIG. 2. The density of states projected onto the orbitals of the
middle atom of the 3-atom chain (z is along the chain, contributions
from the almostx↔y symmetric states are included in the curves
labeled bypx , dzx , anddxy! and the corresponding transmission vs
energy. The bulk electrode Fermi energy is at zero. Left~right!:
Without ~with! the self-consistent on-site potential.

FIG. 3. The eigenchannel transmissions,utnu2, of the 3-atom
chain for different voltage bias,eV50,0.5,1.0,1.5,2.0. An almost
fully transmitting single-channel~solid line! is seen inside the volt-
age window and two near degenerate channels are seen just below
~dotted lines! for 0 V ~bottom panel!. For higher bias voltages these
degenerate channels begin to enter the voltage window. Very small
peaks are just resolved corresponding to a 4th channel—the remain-
ing eigenvalues are vanishing~0.005!.
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chain of 6 atoms depicted in Fig. 1, we find that the upper
edge of thed-band contributions gets quite close toEF . This
is expected already from the bandstructure of the infinite
chain~Fig. 6! where the upper edge of thedzx /dyz bands are
just cuttingEF . The correspondence between onset of chan-
nels in Fig. 5 at zero V and onset of bands in Fig. 6 is clear
except for the very narrowdxy /dx22y2 bands.

Finally, we have considered a contact consisting of a 3
atom long chain attached to layers of 3 and 7 atoms in both
ends which again are connected to the~111! faces of two
perfect semi-infinite electrodes~see Fig. 7!. For zero bias we
find again a single almost fully transmitting channel@Fig.
7~a!# but the high transmission is only maintained in a rather
narrow energy window aroundEF in contrast to the~100!
results. A single-atom gold contact in the~111! direction has
also been considered by Cuevaset al.6 in the case of zero
bias. They also found that the channel transmission peaked
close toEF with almost full transmission. However in that
study thed electrons were neglected. For high bias@Fig.

7~b!# we find a considerable decrease inI /V compared to the
~100! result (;30%).

Voltage drop

We note that the potential shift shown in Fig. 1~b! for the
6 atom chain is almost constant along the four middle atoms.
The change in local potential~voltage drop! takes place
mainly in the first part of the chain between the first two
atoms~2-3! and in the entrance in-between the first layer~1!
and the first atom~2!. This is also the case for the 3-atom
chains connected to the~100! or ~111! electrodes.

FIG. 4. The orbital projected DOS~corresponding to Fig. 2! for
the first eigenchannel~upper! and the total of the almost degenerate
2nd and 3rd channels~lower! for 0 V ~left panel! and 2 V ~right
panel!.

FIG. 5. Eigenchannel transmissions for the 6 atom chain.

FIG. 6. The band-structure and orbital DOS for the infinite gold
chain with bulk interatomic distance. A finite broadening is used in
the DOS figure. The different line types refer to the orbitals as in
Figs. 2 and 4.

FIG. 7. The voltage drop for 2 V bias in a 3 atom contact
connected to~111! electrodes~upper panel!. Below we show the
eigenchannel transmissions for~a! 0-V and ~b! 2-V bias.
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The calculated voltage drop has no symmetry despite the
left-right symmetry of the gold contacts. The main voltage
drop is located near the the negative electrode~left Figs. 1
and 7!. This is in contrast to the calculations by Pernas
et al.13 for the symmetrics-orbital chains connected to Bethe
lattices, which yield a left-right antisymmetric voltage drop.
An explanation for this can be found in the difference in
electronic structure: The system examined by Pernas and
coworkers13 has besides the left-right symmetry also
electron-hole symmetry which implies~cf. Eq. 8! that the
local potential,F(V), becomes an odd function ofV. For a
left-right symmetric contact the voltage drop will therefore
be left-right antisymmetric. However, in general there will
be an asymmetry in the DOS or in the orbital filling of the
system and thus we cannot expect a symmetric voltage drop
from Eq. ~8!. For example, electrodes with fcc or bcc lattice
will not have a symmetric DOS around its Fermi energy.

It is instructive to consider the case of a single contact
state at energy«0 ~with respect toEF50) connected to wide
band electrodes in a symmetric way:SL/R(e)5 iG. In this
case Eq. 8 yields a relation for the on-site energy«0(V),

arctanF«0~V!1~eV/2!

2G G1arctanF«0~V!2~eV/2!

2G G
52 arctanF«0~0!

2G G . ~18!

It can be seen from this that a half-filled resonance,«0(0)
50, will keep this value for finite bias. On the other hand, a
resonance with higher filling@«0(0),0# will lower its on-
site energy further for finite bias to compensate depopula-
tion. The voltage drop between the resonance and the nega-
tive electrode will therefore be larger than the voltage drop
between the resonance and the positive electrode. For a less
than half filled resonance the situation is reversed. This is
illustrated in Fig. 8.

For the gold contacts the DOS shown in Fig. 2 displays
large resonance features at the upper edge of thed-state con-
tributions just below the Fermi energy. Above the Fermi en-
ergy the DOS is more smooth. We can understand why the
main voltage drop takes place at the negative electrode for
high bias from the simple argument above. For low bias@0.5
eV in Fig. 1~a!# where the resonance peaks are not entering
the voltage window we find a almost left-right antisymmetric
voltage drop.

V. DISCUSSION

The transmission functions presented in Figs. 3, 5, and 7
change significantly with increased bias: The local charge
neutrality forces thedzx /dyz states down in energy and de-
lays the onset of the derived eigenchannels. The transmission
of the s/pz /dz2 ( l z50) channel within the voltage window
is lowered with increasing bias. The partially opendzx /dyz
transmission channels as well as the lowering of thes/pz /dz2

transmission in the high bias regime lead to an increased
electron-ion momentum transfer~electron wind! where the
current carrying electrons are backscattered. The backscatter-
ing takes place mainly between the first two atoms in the
entrance of the chain according to the voltage drop in Fig. 1.
An increased electron wind could be part of the reason for

the apparent gradual destabilization of the one-atom contacts
between 1.5 and 2.0 V observed by Yasuda and Sakai.10 In
accordance with this, long chains was reported to be stable
for a bias of 1 V in Ref. 2.

The large increase in conductance found in Ref. 11 is not
seen in the results in the present paper. In contrast to this we
find that the increased bias will cause a small@~100! elec-
trodes# or moderate@~111! electrodes# decrease in the con-
ductance. We should keep in mind, however, that tunneling
currents through the vacuum gab between the electrodes is
not included in the present calculation and could contribute
in a significant way.31

For the long chains, thed-derived electronic states inside
the chain will approach the one-dimensional band states with
the sharp onset in the corresponding transmission channels
close to Fermi energy cf. Figs. 5 and 6. In the calculation the
strict local charge neutrality forces thed states down in en-
ergy with increased bias preventing nonlinearity due to these
states. In a more relaxed description of screening one can
imagine that thed states may enter already in the small bias
voltage regime and could lead to some nonlinearity for the
chain with 6 or more atoms, but for the 3 atom chain this
does not seem possible.

On the other hand, electron-electron interaction beyond
the simple charge neutrality used in the present paper may
play a role for long ordered chains. It can also be relevant in
the ‘‘coupled quantum dot’’ limit of large atomic separation
in the chain. Large atomic separations in gold chains have
been suggested by some experiments.1,2 However the appar-
ent stability of these chains are in contrast to density func-
tional simulations.32 Jonsonet al.33 have suggested a Lut-
tinger liquidlike effect as an explanation of the observed low
bias nonlinearity in Ref. 11. Kawahitoet al.34 have calcu-
lated the conductance for ans-state tight-binding model in-
cluding a local Hubbard term at zero bias. It would be of
interest to include a Hubbard interaction in the present type
of calculation in order to elucidate the role of electron-
electron interactions further.

FIG. 8. A single state coupled to the left and right electrodes
with equal and constant coupling. For the half-filled resonance the
charge will not change with bias and thus the resonance energy
remain fixed. The local potential shift will decrease~increase! the
resonance energy with bias for the almost filled~empty! resonance
in order to fix its charge.
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In conclusion, we have calculated the finite bias conduc-
tance of single-atom gold contacts within a local charge neu-
tral tight-binding model. We find that the voltage drop takes
place mainly near the negative electrode and attribute this to
thed-state resonances just below the Fermi energy. We have
analyzed the results in terms of transmission eigenchannels.
At low bias voltage a single free electronlike channel con-
sisting of l z50 states (s,pz , and dz2! is conducting. For
high-bias voltage pured state channels withl z51(dzx /dyz)
begin to contribute to the conductance.
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